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Surface Photovoltage Monitoring of Heavy Metal 
Contamination on Silicon During Chemical Cleaning 
in IC Manufacturing 
Shigeru NOMURA *， Toshiaki ENDOU*， Hisashi HUKUDAへ
Lubek JASTRZEBSKI** and Jacek LAGOWSKI村
Abstract 
The principles and application examples of recently refined， computerized surface photovoltage (SPV) 
method are described. The SPV method was used to optimize cl巴aningefficiency and to monitor‘in-linぜ
heavy metal contamination and charge during critical processing steps for Statistical Process Control (SPC) 
Examples of the optimization of various cleaning steps， effects of the purity of virgin and reused chemicals， 
and the surface topology on cleaning efficiency wil be given together with examples of SPC monitoring of 
real problems in processing lines. Cleanliness of incoming chemicals is not always a limiting factor and 
often is not related to the cleanliness of chemicals at the point of use (in the cleaning station). This new 
m巴thodis capable of waferscale， non←contact mapping of metal contaminants in the bulk and on the surface 
with sensitivities as high as 1010 atoms cm-3 
1. Introduction 
The continuing increase of IC circuit complexity， and the reduction of critical dimension 
that requires reduction of gate oxide thickness， generates a need for beUer control of heavy 
metal contamination. Detection of heavy metal contaminants in silicon wafers has recently 
gained a great deal of aUention as a critical task for cost-effective manufacturing of several 
Mb integrated circuits1，2). Employing surface photovoltage (SPV) characterization methods， 
quantitative relationships have been established between the. minority carrier diffusion 
length， the concentration of heavy metals added during processing and the IC yield 
degradation1，2). The minority carrier diffusion length， as measured directly by SPV， has 
become a standard parameter guiding the process engineer. 
The diffusion length value L helps one to make a quick， quantitative judgement of the 
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cleanliness of materials， tools and processes， Also， ifthe diffusion length drops below a 
critical value characteristic for a given IC process， the engineer receives a warning signal of 
the forthcoming yield degradation， 
There is an urgent need for a fast， inexpensive， high throughput measurement method that 
can be used as a QC method to qualify， inrealtime， cleaning processes， incoming chemicals， 
chemicals at point-of-use， and performance of cleaning station， We explore the application 
of SPV to monitor chemical cleaning， Compared to other technologies such as TXRF or 
AAS， the application of SPV to monitor cleaning processes is rather new， although some 
impressive strides have already been made 
The diffusion lenght of the minority carriers and the surface recombination are determined 
independently from the spectral dependence of the SPV signal. Surface charge is obtained 
from the dependence of the SPV signal on light intensity， Quantitative identification of Fe 
and Cr (even in the presence of other recombination centers， e， g" oxygen precipitates) was 
measured via changes of the lifetime during dissociation of the Fe-B and Cr-B pairs， Due 
to the difference in the pairing energies， characteristic of each heavy metal， pair dissociation 
can be selectively performed in-situ for each of the metals by a combination of light and 
temperature， 
2. Principles of Surface Photovoltage 
2.1 [SPV principle] 
SPV formally belongs to 'carrier lifetime' methods. These methods are known to be very 
sensitive， but at the same time very ambiguous， difficult to interpret and very irreproducible. 
Early round-robin photoconductive decay experiments yielded two-orders-of-magnitude 
differences in lifetime values obtained in different laboratories on the same samples. These 
results constituted a clear warning of potential pitfalls4). The records of SPV were in this 
respect much better from the very beginning. The original SPV diffusion length method 
introduced by Goodman5) offered the measurement of true minority carrier bulk parameters 
free of contributions from surface recombination and from the majority carrier (these 
parameters are difficult to separate in photoconductive decay). Differences in early round 
robin SPV measurements were within 40%6). The methods， however， has a potential of 
absolute accuracy better than 3% and can detect relative changes of 1%. 
2.2 [Mehanisms of SPV] 
In the SPV method the minority carrier diffusion length is determined from a spectral 
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dependence of the surface photovoltageムVand specially from the dependence ofムVon the 
(or A depletion-light penetration depth αwhere αis the absorption coefficient. 
inversion-depletion-) type surface barrier (shown in Fig. 1 for an n-type semiconductor) is 
best suited for measurement6J • 
This assures preferable col1ection of 
minority carriers in the 
surface space charge， while the maior-
the excess Bulk 
岳、込4… ity carriers are repelled from the sur-
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Figure 1 Energy band diagram n回 ran n-type semi 
conductor surface with a depletion layer in 
the dark (top) and under illumination (bot-
tom) approach8J they are suppressed using 
light-chopping frequencies in the 500 
600 Hz range， which is high in comparison to the inverse of the surface state time constant 
(N ote that only about 10 Hz was used in early Goodman approaches and is stil erroneously 
On the high side the frequency is limited by a recommended in ASTM procedures5,6J• 
decreasing of the photovoltage whenωr> 1， where ωis the angular light-chopping frequency 
In the new SPV apparatus the hysteresis effects are addition-and r isthe carrier lifetime. 
ally suppressed using a fast wavelength-changing cyc1e of the order of 1 s.
The Dember voltage created by the different diffusivities of photoexcited electron and 
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holes (40 and 10 cm2c1 respectively) is negligible in the linear SPV range， where the excita-
tion level d.n/no isextremely low (10-L 10-5). 
2.3 [Quantitative SPV equations] 
The theoretical calculation of the surface photovoltage is carried out in two independent 
steps. First， the excess carrier distribution d.p(x) is derived from a steady state solution of 
the continuity equation. For SPV， only the value of d.p just outside the space charge region 
(at x equal to the space charge width W) is required. This value is given by the standard 
expression9l 
d.p 生ffaL(S+ D/L) (1 +αL) (1) 
where φeff= (1-R)φ，φis the incident photon flux， R is the reflectivity，αis the absorption 
coefficient， S isthe surface recombination velocity on the illuminated front surface and D is 
the minority carrier diffusivity. It is assumed that the light penetration depth α-1 and the 
diffusion lenght L are much smaller than the wafer thickness d but much larger tha，n W. 
The first requirement can often be relaxed to L < d/2. The second requirement concerning 
W is a very stringent one. 
In the second calculation step， d.V(d.p) is derived using the surface-bulk electrical neutral-
ity condition Qsc十Qss= 0， where Qsc and Qss are the the space charge density and the surface 
state charge density respectively10l. It is assumed that under illumination Qss =const and 
thus Qsc=const also. However， under illumination Qsc would tend to increase due to a 
accumulation of excess holes. Therefore， tomaintain Qsc unchanged， the width and also the 
height of the surface potential barrier must decrease， which leads to the surface 
photovoltage. d. V increases with increasing d.p and tends to saturate for d.p →∞(when， at 
the surface， bands become virtually flat). The new SPV approach8l uses very low excitation 
and a linear relationship between d. V and d.p isfully satisfied (in practice d. V should be about 
1 m V or les). The corresponding analytical expressions have especially simple forms for 
depleted and inversion surface layers of primary interest here. Using equation(1) and d. V 
(d.p)10l， one gets explicit expressions valid forムV< < kt/q: for the surface depletion layer 
(2a) 
and for the inversion layer 
kT nn ムV=φe一一一・ U qnj2 (S+ D/L) (1 +αL) (2b) 
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where kT is the thermal energy， q isthe elementary charge and no and nj are the free electron 
concentration in the bulk (no illumination) and the intrinsic free carrier concentration 
respectively. 
Equations (2a) and (2b) have the general form 
fE11 =A(S十旦)(l+~丁)ムV .，，~， L' ，. La (3) 
where A=qno/kTeXp(qV /kT) for depletion layer and AニqnNkTnofor an inversion layer. 
The last term on the right side of equation (3) is used for determination of L， while the other 
terms may provide information on the surface parameters S and V. 
2.4 [Diffusion length measurements] 
(3)， the diffusion According to equation 
length value can be determined from the 
linear plot of φeff/ムVversus α-1 as L二 αintl，
Cu CONTAMIIUlTED 
SURFACE 








effective the method' SPV flux photon 
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There-each wavelength of incident light8). 
CLEAN SURFACE 
fore L can be determined from the intercept 200 100 。100 200 300 
of the inverse of the surface photovoltage 
In practice， second-order cor-(see Fig. 2). 
rections are used in computation to account 
In the for slight difference in φeff values. 
data of Fig. 2 these correction are incorpo-
original The parameter the m rated 
method proposed by Goodman5) was based on 
Figure 2 SPV plots， I/ムVversus a-1， 
measured on the same wafer 
before and after surface con 
tamination with copper. The 
intercept value determines the 
diffusion length L， which 
remains unchanged. The slope 
of the line increases after con 
tamination owing to the high 
surface recombination (esti. 
mated as Sェ8x 10' cm-1) 
α.1 (μm) 
the constant magnitude surface photovoltage 
principle in which photon flux was adjusted 
Then during the measurements to obtain exactly the sameムVvalue for each wavelength. 
This method is more the diffusion length was determined from the plot ofφeff versus α 
However， the Goodman approach， time-consuming and less direct than the new approach. 
and his apparatus at the David Sarnoff Research Center， must be acknowledged as a 
pioneering tool which using the SPV techniquel). 
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3.1 [Experimental details] 
3.1.1 SPV apparatus 
A schematic of the SPV apparatus 
is shown in Fig. 3. The halogen 
light source is equipped with a com. 
puter-controlled iris for adjusting 
the photon flux to assure a low-
intensity， linear SPV region. Mono. 
chromatic light with up to seven 
pre-selected wavelengths from 1 to 
0.8μm is obtained using a narrow 
bandpass filter wheel driven by a 
stepping motor. Individual filters 
are preadjusted to obtain a constant 
value of the effective photon flux 
φeff at the output of the SPV probe. 
Typically，φeff is constant within :t 
3% for al wavelengths. Further 
corrections for ②ef are incorporated 
into data-processing software. The 
filter wheel also incorporates neu. 
tral density filters which are used for 
automatic SPV linearity checking. 






Figure 3 Schematic of the computerized apparatus 





Figure 4 SPV transducer for non-contact measure. 
ments and correcsponding capacitive cou. 
pling. 
measured by a two-phase lock-in amplifier are processed in real time by the computer. 
Wafer mapping is performed digitally using a motor-driven (transiation plus rotary) wafer 
stage. A single-point measurement cycle takes 2-12s depending on the number of wave-
lengths employed and the lock-in time constant. Wafer mapping containing 177 points with 
al seven wavelengths and a typical 30ms time constant takes approximately 20 min. 
3.1.2 Non-contact SPV 
In the non-contact configuration the SPV pick-up probe is placed at a distance dpw， above 
6 
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the silicon wafer， which rests on the supporting pins above the black anodized aluminum 
wafer chuck (as shown in Fig. 4). The front surface SPV signal is generated on the probe 
wafer capacitor Cpw・ Usinga unit-gain FET preamplifier with an input resistance greater 
than 10100， one can perform non-contact SPV measurements even when the probe is 1 cm 
from the wafer. However， the signal-to-noise ratio increases significantly when dpw is 
reduced to a fraction of a millimeter. A typical dpw value of 0.2 mm also assures effective 
blocking of the background light by the probe housing. The contribution from the back 
surface photovoltage generated on the wafer-chuck capacitor Cwe， isnegligible since Cwe is 
typical1y three orders of magnitude larger than Cpw • (Note that dpw is comparable to dwe; 
however， the probe diameter of 1-6 mm ismuch smal1er than the silicon wafer diameter of 
several inches.) The SPV transducer shown in Fig. 4 contains a light-blocking disc which 
blocks stray light and enables one to carry out measurements with room light present without 
the need for the dark boxes used in previous SPV approaches. 
3.2 Measurement Technique 
Lifetime/ diffusion length was measured using the SPV method. The constant magnitude 
SPV method， first proposed by A. Goodman5l， was initial1y used to measure diffusion length 
values. Precision， reproducibility and speed of measurements were recently improved with 
the introduction of constant photon flux SPV. SPV measurements were performed with 
commercial Contamination Monitoring System (CMSIII)12)， manufactured by Semiconductor 
Diagnostics， Inc.， (a single point measurement cycle takes approximately 1 to 4 seconds) with 
a sensitivity for Fe detection of 108 cm-3 and were done on product as wel1 as monitor wafers. 
This al10ws evaluation of the effects from surface topology， characteristic for a given 
technology， on cleaning efficiency. 
The potential barrier at the surface of the silicon wafer is used as a detector for the 
photovoltaic effect which is sensed by a non-contact capacitive transducer. During Mea-
surements the SPV signaI13，14) is measured as a function of the light penetration depth 
(wavelength of light) and values of diffusion length and surface recombination are ca1culated 
from the spectral dependence of the SPV signal. Measurements are done in a linear range 
of SPV signal magnitude on light intensity. Since capacitance coupling between the silicon 
an 
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photon/cm2 per sec.ond. Under these conditions， measured values of lifetime are not affected 
by conditions of measurements and lifetime is inversely proportional to the concentration of 
heavy metals. 
3.3 Sample Preparation 
First we measured Fe contamination in p-pype silicon. Fe concentration is quantitatively 
determined from two measurements of diffusion length: prior to and atter 200 'C annealing. 
CZ silicon wafers (p-type， 60-cm) were prepared by running them through RCA 1， HF dip， 
and RCA 2 cleaning procedures. The purpose of these steps is twofold. First， itis neces-
sary to remove any surface contamination on as received wafers， and secondly， since we are 
using aqueous Fe salt contamination solutions， the wafer surface must be hydrophilic. 
Wafers were then thoroughly rinsed with DI water and dried in centrifuge. Substates were 
then placed on a teflon spinner chuck. A solution of iron salts of various concentrations 
were spi1led on the surface， so that it covered the whole surface uniformly， and left on for 
several minutes. The substrate was then spun dry at 3000 rpm. This procedure is similar 
to that proposed15) to introduce a controlled amount of contamination into silicon. We have 
found that surface concentration is weakly dependent on absorption time for times longer 
than one minute. Iron was then driven in by rapid thermal processing (PT A) for 90 seconds 
at 1050 'C in an oxidizing atmosphere. The effectiveness of this procedure was tested by 







Figure 5 Determination of iron concentration using diffusion length measurements 
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the substrate is deemed uniformly ISO 
contaminated. Typically obtained radial 
uniformity of lifetime is between 8% for 
heavily contaminated and 25% for lightly 
contaminated samples. In the case of the 
highest contamination levels， exceeding 5 X 
1013 cm-2 (1015 cm-3)， drive temperature and 
time had to be extended to 1150 oC for 6 
minutes. Iron concentration was measured 
on al samples via diffusion length analysis. 
The iron concentration analysis procedure is 
outlined in Fig. 5 and discussed in detail by 
ZothI6). This SPV iron determination 
method provides an iron detection limit of 
1 X 1012 cm-3. 
4. Results and Discussion 
To establish optimum conditions for the 
measurement of Fe concentration， diffusion 
length changes were studied as a function of 
annealing temperatures， times and tempera. 
tures of recovery. 
Figure 6 shows diffusion length measured 
as a function of time in three samples boron 
concentration of 1 X 1015 cm-3) contaminated 
by 3 X 1013 cm-2 (6 X 1014 cm-3)， 4 X 1012 cm-2 
(8 X 1013 cm-3) and about 5 X 1011 cm-2 (1 X 1013 
cm-3) of Fe. The samples were annealed at 
2000C for 10 minutes and quenched in water 
to room temperature (21 OC) which resulted in 
a reduction of diffusion length of about three 
times. The recovery of the diffusion length 


















24 48 72 96 120144 
TIme[houn) 
Figure 6 Recovery of minority carrier 
diffusion length after 10 min-
utes， 200"C anneal for samples 
contaminated with three differ 




(a) く5x 10" cm-2; (b) 4 x 1012 
cm-2; and (c) 3.3 x 1013 cm- 2 • 
Samples were kept at room tem-
perature after annealing. 
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ved reduction of diffusion length after the 200 'C annealing is caused by decomposition of the 
Fe-B pairs into interstitial Fe. Since interstitial Fe is in a metastable state at room 
temperature in p-type silicon， itrecombines with boron to form Fe-B pairs which result in 
a recovery of diffusion length to the initial value. The time required to complete this process 
at room temperature is about 100 hours. These effects were not observed in either non 
contaminated control p-type silicon or in n-type samples. 
Figure 7 shows changes in diffusion length as a function of annealing temperature. It 
appears that Fe-B pairs start to decompose above 100 'C and total decomposition of Fe-B 
pairs takes place at about 180 'C. 
Figure 8 shows the result of a series of 
diffusion length measurements performed 
after quenching from 200 'C as a function of 
recovery temperature. The fastest recovery 
of Fe-B pairs takes place at 85 'c. 
The original value of diffusion length was 
35μm and， after 200 'C annealing， was 
reduced to 12μm. The reduction of diffu-
sion length above 100 'C is caused by the 
beginning of decomposition of Fe-B pairs 
into interstitial Fe. The observed reduction 
of diffusion length after a 200 'C annealing is 
the signature of heavy metal contamination， 
while the characteristic parameters of the 
recovery process indicates that the particular 
40 
35 
s o 40 80 120 160 200 
Temperature [句]
Figure 8 Dipendence of diffusion length 
on sample annealing tempera. 
tur巴， after th巴samplewas an. 
nealed and quenched. 
element involved in this case is iron. Next Fe contamination， introduced during c1eaning， 
were measured after a high-temperature treatment (a typical oxidation/annealing sequence 
used during processing or RT A at 1100 'C for 5 minutes) which was used to drive heavy metal 
left on the surface by the c1eaning into the bulk of the wafer. In the case of SPC (Statistical 
Process Control) of critical steps， e.g.， pre-gate c1eaning， wafers were measured after the 
gate oxidation. 
The result of various experiments， designed to compare contamination levels for various 
c1eanings， are shown in Fig. 9 through 11. The wafers used were p-type， 100 cm and， 
following c1eaning， they were oxidized at 900 'C for 20 minutes. Figure 9 compares various 
10 
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The best results were obtained for c1eaning methods (MEGA grade chemicals were used). 
the modified SC-1 c1eaning (concentration of ammonia was reduced by five times) which also 
Figure 10 compares the results for SC-1 and SC-2 c1eans gives the best surface roughness. 
The MEGA grade chemicals gave about one to two for MEGA and SEMI grade chemicals. 
The results for the SEMI grade chemicals orders of magnitude lower Fe concentration. 
depend very strongly on the shipment since the contamination level in the SEMI grade 
















The Fe concentration introduced by various cleans (same grade chemicals). Figure 9 
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Figure 10 The Fe concentration introduced from MEGA and SEMI grade 
chemicals as a function of the shipment 
Figure 11 shows the effect of c1eaning temperature on the efficiency of the SC-1， SC-2 
A decrease in temperature results in a reduction of the Fe concentration c1eaning process. 
(plating of heavy metals from chemicals decreases with temperature)， but also an increase in 
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There is an organic contamination which causes an increase of positive charge in the oxide. 
optimum temperature for SC-1， SC-2 cleaning ateps which is a trade-off between cleaning 


















Fe contamination and charge as a function of temperature for SC-l， SC-2 c1eaning. Figure 1 
An example of the use of the SPV technique for SPC of pre-oxidation cleaning is shown 
The wafer (p-type， 10.0 cm) were cleaned in a wet chemical sink in which the in Fig.12. 
chemicals were not replaced after each cleaning cycle and oxidized at 900C for 30 minutes. 
Each point is an average of the Fe measurements after oxidation on two wafers from a 50-
The allowable Fe contamination threshold is shown as the dashed horizontalline. wafer lot. 
This SPC chart shows Above this lovel， Fe has a detrimental effect on gate oxide integrity. 
that about eight cleaning runs can be performed before the contamination in the liquid builds 
up to unacceptable levels and the chemicals have to be replaced. 
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Figure 12 SPC of pre-oxidation w巴tchemical c1eaning (SC-l 
SC-2). Chemicals can be reused eight times 
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5. Conclusion 
This paper presented SPV applications for the monitoring of chemical cleaning and purity 
of chemicals through mapping of minority carrier diffusion length， Fe concentration in the 
bulk， and surface contamination (surface charge and surface recombination). The non 
contact， wafer-scale character of the new SPV approach， and refined apparatus， make this 
technique uniquely suited for heavy metal monitoring. To our knowledge no other technique 
can match this characterization capability. This method was used to monitor Cu contamina-
tion in BHF by measurement of its effect on surface recombination and Fe contamination 
through it effect on bulk recombination after RT A step used to drive Fe depositted at the 
surface during cleaning into the bulk. Fe surface contamination was measured down to the 
1 X 109 cm-2 level while the detection limit of this approach is 2 X 108 cm-2 • 
The procedure was developed to monitor heavy metal contamination levels in liquid 
chemicals. Cleanliness of incoming chemicals is not always a limiting factor and often is not 
related to the cleanliness of chemicals at the point of use (in the cleaning station). Quite 
often equipment itself can impose serious limitations. 
It is apparent that equipment designers could benefit from a better understanding of their 
equipment performance limitations. The SPV approach is very new compared to more 
traditional methods such as TXRF and AAS， but has already proven its usefulness in 
monitoring problems with wet chemistry in IC processing lines. Compared to more tradi-
tional methods， the major advantage of SPV measurement is its measurement speed; infor 
mation is obtained a few minutes after completion of a process step， as well as the capability 
of carrying out contactless measurements in patterned product wafers. 
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Anodic Oxidation of N arrow Region 
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Abstract 
Anodic oxide films were formed on comparatively small area of silicon substrates. Constant current mode 
of anodization has been used for oxidation， but during oxidation processes， the current density has been 
changed to go through one or more stepped transitions either step.up or step-down before the completion of 
the processes. This modified mode of constant current anodization showed to be effective in reducing the 
interfac巴statedensity of a silicon/silicon-oxide system 
Among the various stepped transitions in the modified mode of constant current anodization， step-down 
transition of current density was found to be optimum in reducing the interface-state density. The structure 
and composition of Si02/Si interface regions for both large-area oxide and narrow-area oxide were also 
lIlV巴stigatedby X -ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The composition of SiOjSi interface of narrow-
area oxide show巴dles stoichiometry than that of large-area oxide. 
INTRODUCTION 
The characteristics of commercially available Si devices are very affected by the quality 
of oxide. To make a good quality oxide， several methods of oxide formation techniques 
have been developed in the past years. They are vapor phase reactionl)， plasma 
anodization2)， wet electrochemical anodization3l， and thermal oxidation in both dry and wet 
oxygen environments4). Among these techniques， thermal oxidation process is the most 
commonly used technique and the key process to grow silicon dioxide layer， but the develop 
ment of the other processes of oxidation equally acceptable and applicable has been stil in 
progress. 
Anodic oxidation often termed as anodization， isone of those processes of which the 
detailed mechanism is not well understood at present time. In anodic oxidation， there are 
two types of process which are the oxidation of the surface of silicon electrode in a liquid 
*孔1uroranInstitute of Technology 
**Arizona State University 
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electrolyte and in gaseous plasma. The major advantages5) of anodically grown oxide films 
of silicon are: since the anodization is carried out at room temperature there is no impurity 
redistribution at the silicon surface as there is in thermal oxidation， the implementation of 
the equipment for oxidation process is easy and low in cost and the oxide thickness control 
is very precise. Conventional system for forming thermal Si02 is complicate and expensive 
compared to anodic oxidation system. 
With the progress of compound semiconductor 1C's and amorphous semiconductor elec-
tronic devices， oxide films grown at low temperature have been in demand recently6). For 
integrated circuits using MOS field effect transistor (MOSFET) as the active element， the 
behavior of some charges in the MOS system have caused the new important problems. 
From the point of view of realistic manufacturing conditions， acceptable densities of above 
mentioned charges are of the order of 1010 charges/cm2 7). To analyze the electrical prop-
erties of a Si-Si02 systems， itneeds to know precisely that the various charges and traps 
present in the oxide as well as in Si-Si02 interfacial region. There are four basic types of 
traps and charges: mobile 10nic charge (Qm)， fixed oxide charge (Qf)， oxide trapped charge 
(Qot) and interface trapped charge (Qlt). 1nterface trap charge (Qlt 7)， which are charges 
located at the Si-Si02 interface with energy states in the silicon-forbidden bandgap， can 
exchange charges with silicon. If these states are not exist in near interfacial region， the Si 
device characteristics approach to their ideal ones. 
As in thermal oxide， the interface states in anodically grown silicon oxide are relevant to 
the inherent electrical active centers which originate from a variety of effects and treatments 
in fabrication processes. Since anodic oxidation is performed at room temperature the 
effect of oxidation temperature is negligible. Whereas for the case of thermal oxidation it 
acts as a dominant factor in creating the so called detrimental traps. 1n anodic oxidation， 
the different interface states due to the contaminations incorporated and having energy state 
in silicon forbidden band from in thermal oxidation may appear. Precise knowledge of and 
researches on anodic oxidation mechanism are stil insufficient but this anodic oxide growing 
process has certain advantages over that of widely accepted t 
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the result that for a small-dimensional oxide， interface state density Nit， derceases with 
increasing the current density of anodization. 
The constant current mode anodic oxidation was carried out to set experimental parame-
ters to be optimum in reducing Ni[ for small-dimensional oxide formation. For a large sized 
anodic oxide formation， however， the effect of changing the current density exhibit an inverse 
relationsship between current density and Ni[ with respect to that for a small-dimensional 
oxide formation. The term small-dimension is used to refer a Si substrate which had a 
surface area in the millimeter square (< 1 mm2) range. The formation of anodic oxide on 
narrow-area silicon substrate has been done through window to be opened in the thermal 
oxide by photolithographic technique. 
2 EXPERIMENT AL 
Boron doped， prepolished p-type (111) Si wafers with resistivity of 1O~20 or 25~50n一cm
were used. A verage resistivity of the Si wafer was measured by using the four-point probe 
technique9l. The Si wafer was cut into 1.5 by 1.5 cm square chips and the chips were rinsed 
in deionized water， inmethyl alcohol and in trichlroethylene solution prior to acid etching8l. 
The etching treatment has been done to make the surface of the samples flat and in mirror 
like. The samples were also immersed in aqua regia to make in surface free from metal 
contamination. The samples were finally submerged in diluted hydrofluoric acid (DHF) just 
before placing them in thermal oxidation furnace. 
羽Tet thermal oxidation was adopted in growing the field oxide. The field oxide acts as a 
mask during the anodization of the small area Si substrates. Thermal oxidation was carried 
out in a atmosphere constituted with a combination of water vapor and oxygen. It was a 
constant temperature process and the temperature was kept at 1060 oC for two and a half 
hour. Since the area of Si substrate which will be anodized is limited in size， to ensure an 
uninterrupted oxide growth aluminum is evaporated on its back surface before anodization. 
Al evaporation was done at a vacuum of less than 6.75 x 10-4 Pa. Windows of small dimen-
sion (1.5 by 0.5 mm square) were photolithographically constructed through the field oxide. 
The electrolyte chosen was 0.04 M solution of KN03 in ethylene glycol. Fresh electrolyte 
was used for every anodization， since it is known that the aforementioned electrolyte is 
hygroscopic and water content in the electrolyte influences the oxidation10l • N 0 attempt was 
made in stop this absorption of water because it was assured by Revesz11l that the effect of 
this absorption on the anodization efficiency is negligible. The anodization was performed 
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at room temperature. Current densities were varied from 3 to 30 mA/cm2 during oxidation. 
Forming voltage of the anodization was usually terminated at 100 volt but except in one 
occasion where it was 60 volt. Current density was changed on the way of oxidation process 
to improve the electrical properties. The thickness of the oxide film was measured by using 
an ellipsometer. MOS structures were formed by evaporating 99.999 percent pure aluminum 
for the gate electrode with a diameter 400μm. 
Fugure 1 shows the fabrication steps of MOS 
capacitor with small-area anodic oxide. This 
device was used for evaluating the恥10SC-V char-
acteristics. The interface state density was mea-
sured by the Terman methodl2l， where the measure-
ment frequency was 1 MHz and the applied gate 
voltage ranged from -25 to +5 volt. 
The composition analysis of Si02/Si interface 
was done by X -ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS). The emission current and source power 
were 25 mA and 265 watt respectively. Experimen-
tal vacuum was maintained at the order of 10-10 
Torr. XPS survey was carried out with voltage of 
electron multiplier set at 2300 V and with a pass 
energy of 100 eV. During multiplex， voltage of 
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electron multiplier was adjusted at 2400 V and al Figure 1 Fabrication step of a MOS 
multiplexed spectra were taken at a pass enegy 50 
eV. 
3 RESULTS 
3.1 V-t curve 
capacitance. 
The relation between cel voltage and oxidation time observed during the various anodiza-
tion processes are shown in Figs. 2~4. Figure 2 shows two of the cases where constant 
current density was changed from 3 mA/cm2 to 6 mA/cm2 at forming voltages of 10 V and 20 
V respectively and the oxidation was terminated at 100 V of forming voltage. The lower 
part of each curve is nonlinear up to certain point but beyond this， each attains linearity 
according to the relation 
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(1) V(t) =rt+d。
The grown rate r， isa function 
⑤ 
where do isthe initial cel voltage; about 3 V inthis case. 




@3→ 6 rnA/cm2 at VFT=lOV. V戸lOOV
⑤3→ 6 rnA/cm2 at VFT=20V. VF=lOOV 








Figure 2 Cel voltage versus anodization time for two cases of 
small-area constant current anodization. 
Where solid line was drawn for anodization Next two cases are illustrated in Fig.3. 
carried out by a 6 mA/cm2 current density and dashed line represents a multi-step constant 
current oxidation current density of which had gone through an arbitrary step-up transition. 
The step-down transition of current density was involved in a oxidation the cel voltage vs. 
In al the above five cases of oxide formation time relation of which is represented in Fig. 4. 
no considerable irregularities were found and the oxide grown can be regarded as steady and 
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Figure 3 Cell voltage versus anodization time of th巴 multi






? oxidation area 
=1.5 mmxO.5mm 
Current density 
6→ 3 mA/cm2 at VFr=30V， VF=60V 
。 30 
OXIDATION TIME 
60 90 120 
Figure 4 Cell voltage versus oxidation time of a constant anodiza 
tion. Current density was stepped down during anodiza-
tion 
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3.2 Normalized Capacitance vs. Gate Bias 
Three of the results are shown in Fig. 5 where ideal curve represents an N1t =0 situation. 
The experimental curve was found to have stretched out along the gate bias axis. Figure 5 
illustrates the relation between normalized capacitance and gate bias for the case the current 
density of which was changed at three steps on the way to completing anodization. At every 
transition the current was adjusted to a higher value and is， therefore， termed as step-up 
transition. Figure 5 also exhibits the same relation for a sample which was anodized by a 
single step-down transition of current density. The symbol V FT was used to denote the 
forming voltage at which the current den. 
sity was altered. V F is the final forming 
voltage. A comparison between step-up 
and step-down transition shows that exper-
imental curve involving step-up transition 
(3→6→10→30 mA/cm2 at VFT=10 V， 30 
V and 60 V) was stretched more along the 
gate bias than that involving step-down 
transition (6→ 3 mA/cm2 at VFT=30 V). 
The experimental curve approached to be 
an ideal one， i. e.， the practical curve is less 
stretched after annealing treatment and 
this case is also shown in Fig. 5. 





















li lyl Single step 
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0 
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Figure 5 Capacitance stretch-out along the voltage 
axis due to interface trapped charges. 
NIt =Cox/q[ (d'l'5/dV G)一l_l]-CS/q cm-2eV-1 (2) 
where Cox and Cs are oxide capacitance and silicon surface capacitance per unit area respec-
tively， q isthe electronic charge and d'l' 5/ dV G isthe silicon band bending per unit of gate bias. 
The surface state density along the band gap of silicon for a small-dimensional oxide is 
shown in Fig. 6. It was found that the surface state density decreases with increasing 
current density. This phenomenon is not in agreement with the NIt vs. energy relationship of 
a comparably large sized oxide because for the case of a large sized oxide， Nit decreases with 
decreasing current density13l. For al samples， anodic oxidation area was same and had a 
value of 1.5 by 0.5 mm square， and each film was divided equally into three parts to get 0.4 
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Though the variation in the by 0.4 mm square areas on which C-V measurement was made. 
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curves having lowest midgap Nit 
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VFT figures， all ?
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denotes the forming voltage at the 
time of transition of current den 
sity. 
From the results， shown in Fig. 
7， itcould be summarized that 
step-up transition of constant cur-
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Figure 6 Distribution of interface states over the silicon 
bandgap in anodically oxidized silicon. 
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Figure 7 Change in the distribution of interface states 
over the silicon bandgap due to different cases 
in constant current anodization. 
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three intermediate step-up transi-
tions (3→ 6→ 10→ 30 mA/cm2 at 
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It is obvious from Fig. 8 that this case of multi-step transition of VF1ニ 10，30 and 60 V). 
current density could not reduce interface states at all. 
Table 1 summarizes the midgap 
N itS obtained for oxide samples 
formed by modified modes of con-
stant current anodization， and this 
shows that single step-up or step-
down transition of current density 
Midgap 
N itcan be considered as a repre-
sentative value since the U-shaped 
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interface-state density， for al the 
cases illustrated in Fig. 7， shows 
0.8 0.2 
Figure 8 Variation in interface states with the location 
of C-V measurement 
that the effect of step-down tran-
sition on the interface was superior than that of step-up transition in minimizing interface-
state density. 
Midgap interfacεstate d巴nsityNit for various modes of transition 




























step-down (once) 1. 7 X l(Jl2 60 
As it has already So step-down transition is a case which requires critical interpretation. 
been mentioned that an intermediate step-up transition of 3→ 6 mA/cm2 acted favorably to 
reduce interface states so it can be speculated that the transitions 6→ 10 mA/cm2 and 10→ 
30 mA/cm2 had litle effect on Nit or had acted detrimentally on the Si-SiOx interface. 
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3圃3Composition of Si02/Si Interface 
The 0 ls spectra of 50 and 30 A thick oxides are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Each of 
these spectra was separated into two component spectra using least square method with the 
following assumptions: (1) each spectra comprises of two 0 ls spectra， one of which is a 
contribution from SiOz and other one is from Cu20， (2)0 ls peak position of CU20 is at about 
530.4 eV and that of Si02 isat about 533 eV14l. 0 ls peak appeared from thinner oxide was 
found to shift at a lower binding energy and this result is consistent with that of other 
t.. ~_~15.16) researcners ヘ
Si 2p spectra of 80 A and 50 A thick oxide are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In both of these 
cases Si 2p signal of silicon bulk is almost absent but the spectra of 50 A oxide showed a 
trace amount of Si 2p of silicon bulk. Si 2p spectra of the thinnest oxide appeared as shown 
in Fig. l3 where it was found that Si 2p of silicon bulk surpasses that of silicon oxide in 
intensity and prominence. Table I to V show different features associated with their 
corresponding spectra. Since analyzer pass energy was 50 eV， not 25 eV which is recom-
mended for a good resolution spectra， resulting Si 2p spectra was far from having a standard 
shape. 
This Si 2p spectra was compared with those of comparatively large-area oxide16l to verify 
the degree of reliability of large-area etch rate which was used during etching of small-area 
oxide. The Si 2p spectra resulted from about 30 and 14 A as-grown film of large-area 
anodic oxides are illustrated in Fig.14 and 15. A comparison of these three illustrations 
elucidates that the actual thickness， remained after the etching of a small-area oxide， was 
less than that had been assumed. So Si 2p spectra in Fig. l3 could have appeared from a 
oxide film thinner than 30 A. Though a poor S/N ratio did not allow an satisfactory 
separation of this spectra into its component， a somewhat separation was made to show that 
this spectra had contributions from intermediate oxides. In order to investigate the interme-
diate oxidation states， spectra in Fig. 13 are separated by the least square calculations in 
accordance with the following assumption: the intermediate oxidation states consist of three 
oxidation states， SizO， SiO， and Si203・ TableVI contains relevant informations of the 
different intermediate oxides and shows per centages of contributions of the intermediate 
oxides which add up to give the total amount of silicon present in the remaining oxide film. 
Si 2p spectra appeared from both small-dimension and large-dimension anodic oxide of 
about 30 A had been separated into their components in accordance with the valence state 
of Si in the intermediate silicon oxide. The contribution from each of these Si atom in the 
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Table 1. General features of the 0 ls spectra 




















Figure 9 XPS Is spectra is separated into its 
component spectrum. Sample was 
small~ar巴a Si anodic oxide film 
Table IV. General features of the XPS Si 2p 
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Table 11. Gen巴ralfeatures of the 0 ls spectra 
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Figure 10 XPS 0 Is spectra of the 30 A Si 
anodic oxide film 
Table V. General feature弓 ofthe XPS Si 2p 
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Figure 12 XPS Si 2p spectra of the 50 A Si 
anodic oxide film 
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Table VI. General features of different oxides 
obtained from separation of the XPS 
Si 2p spectra into its component 
Peak Valence Peak center Height FWHM 
Area % 
no state eV arb. unit 
1 Si4+ 103.95 161 2.4 27.58 
2 Si3+ 103.05 20 1.6 2.24 
3 Si2+ 102.05 11 1. .6 1. 22 
4 Si1+ 101. 05 31 1.6 3.51 
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92 
Figure 13 XPS Si 2p spectrum appeared form 
the 30ASmall-area anodic oxide film. 
Table VII. General features of the XPS spectra 
shown in Fig. 14. 
Peak Valence Peak center Height FWHM 
Area % 
no state eV arb. unit 
1 Si4+ 103.36 2198 1.88 40.47 
2 Si3+ 102.32 502 1. 39 6.84 
3 Si2+ 101.16 245 1.26 3.04 
4 Si'+ 100.14 190 1.34 2.48 
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Figure 14 XPS Si 2p spectra of a comparatively 
large-area anodic oxide film [Ref. 28]. 
Table VIII. General features of th巴 XPSskectra shown in 
Fig.15 
Peap center Peak hight FWH孔f Area % 
1 103.38eV 1197.00 1. 90 18.29 
2 102.47 906.00 1.40 10.19 
3 101. 30 190.00 1.39 2.13 
4 100.31 584.00 1.30 6.08 
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Figure 15 XPS Si 2p spectra of a comparatively large-area anodic oxidation film 
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intermediate oxidation states in the composite Si 2p spectra， shown， inFig. 14 and Fig. 15， are 
shown in Fig. 16 by bar diagram. It can be concluded that Si-Si02 interface of both small 
area and large-area anodic oxide are non-stoichiometric in nature and it is Si rich. 
4 DISCUSSION 
There have been three speculative models proposed to explain interface trap level distribu-
tion in thermal oxide quantitatively: the coulombic17)， bond1S•19l, and defect models. Accord 
ing to defect model， defects within or near the interfacial region may cause interface trap 
levels. This foregoing proposal has been made for Si thermal oxide and， therefore， could 
also stand valid for anodic oxide. 
Three different types of defect that could exist at or near the Si-Si02 interface and might 
produce interface traps are (1) excess silicon20) (trivalent silicon21))， (2) excess oxygen22) 
(nonbridging oxygen)， and (3) impurities23). Recently N anjo et a1.24) has analyzed anodic 
oxide film by XPS to study the chemical composition of the interface and they have 
suggested a silicon rich interface. Chemical bonds that compose the interface has been 










Si2+ Si1+ Si3+ 
uj Si2+ Si3+ O 
(a) ( b)
Figure 16 Si atoms having different valence states in the composition of 
Si-Si02 interface oxide of about 3D A. (a) small-area anodic 
oxide， (b) large-area anodic oxide. 
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Anodic oxidation process for small-dimension Si might strongly affect the origins that are 
believed to induce interface states. Since al the sides of the small-dimdnsion film of anodic 
oxide layer were surrounded by thermal oxide， a distinct boundary between thermal oxide 
and anodic oxide could exist in a thermal oxide and anodic oxide. This difference in bond 
properties could create defects at the thermal-anodic oxide boundary and these defects in 
turn could cause a higher density of interface states at the thermal-anodic oxide boundary 
than that in the bulk of anodic oxide. It can be assumed that there could be two different 
mechanisms of anodic oxide formation in case of the small-dimension Si anodization: the 
first one of which could have dominated oxide formation at anodic-thermal oxide boundary 
according to the following relation as indicated in Fig. 16 
Vニ f1[Jib 0， t)， tJ (3) 
where the forming voltage V is assumed to be dependent of time， t and Ionic current density 
at the boundary， Jlb. Jlb is assumed to be a function of time， even at a constant current 
density， J.Anodic oxide formation in the region other than boundary can be related to the 
equation 
Vニf2[JiO 0， t)， J (4) 
where JIO' the anodic current density in the bulk of oxide， asshown in Fig. 17， isalso assumed 
to be a function of time and current density J. The formation of anodic oxide estimated by 
the forming voltage V was sure to have different growth rates for these two distinct regions， 
boundary and bulk， governed by equation 3 
and 4 respectively. This difference in 
anodization process at boundary and in 
bulk of oxide during the same oxidation 
process could be responsible to cause the 
relationship between interface-state den-
sity and current density in case or a small 







Al back contact 
At bo岨dary.
V = f，[ J. (J.t). t 1 
with respect to that of a comparatively 
large-dimension anodic oxide. It seems to 
be relevant here to mention that for the 
Figure 17 Proposed two regions gover 
ned by different anodic oxida-
tion mechanism. 
formation of large sized anodic oxide， ther-
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mal oxide is not required to form prior to the formation of anodic oxide. 
The result that for small-dimension silicon oxide， interface-state density decreases with 
increasing current density could be interpreted by putting forward a suggestion that with a 
smaller current density， the leakage current results due to the defect at the thermal-anooic 
oxide boundary could cause a greater ratio of impurity / oxidation species through the silicon 
substrate other than boundary. These impurities， one of which could be potassium， present 
in the electrolyte used for anodization， would in turn induce interface states throughout the 
oxide interface. It was shown in Fig. 7 that step-up and step-down transition of current 
density during any oxidation process influenced the interface state density. Some plausible 
arguments in favor of the above results could be derived from the V -t curves， shown in Figs. 
2 and 4， for three anodization processes. Each time a step-up or step-down transition had 
been brought about， the forming voltage built up across the oxide showed a sudden change 
of 2→5 volt in forming voltage just after the transition 
If ohmic law were satisfied， then for a constant conductivity， an increase in current density， 
]， from 3 to 6 mA/cm2 could establish a forming voltage two times in value to that of before 
transition if the oxide thickness before the transition and just after the transition were same. 
The transition point voltage， however， was observed to experience a change less than 15%. 
There must be， therefore， some other factors which could affect conductivity of the anodic 
oxidation species through the already formed oxide at the transition point. Since the bond 
angle of silicon.-oxygen is very soft and may be easily distorted at the interface25)， itis likely 
that these bonds could be affected by a change in electric field caused by the stepped 
transition of current density in an anodization process. The distortion or rearrangement of 
interface feature at any intermediate time during anodization could have left an interface 
which might have less traps than that in anodic oxide formed by a continuous anodization 
process. 
In the case of a multi-step anodization， the stepped transition of current densities during 
oxide growth process could not decrease interface state density. In this case， itcould be 
speculated that bond angles at the interface rearranged or distorted at the time of each 3→ 
6 mA/cm2， 6→10 mA/cm2 and 10→30 mA/cm2 transitions. These distortions would ulti-
mately， when the anodization was finally terminated， have left an interface having enough 
trivalent Si-Si， often termed as dangling bond， stretched Si-Si bonds and stretched Si-O 
bonds to induce interface states of energies in the silicon band gap. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
Interface states density， Nit， ina small-dimension film of silicon anodic oxide was found 
to have dependency on the current density of anodization process， N it， for a given small 
dimension oxide， 1.5 by 0.5 mm square in this study， showed a decrease with increasing 
current density. A considerable reduction in Nit occurred when， inthese modified modes， the 
anodization process was made to go through a step-up or step-down transition before its 
completion. Among various transitions of current density， single step-down transition was 
found to have acted most favorably to decrease interface states. In this study， constant 
current mode was adopted during anodization keeping in mind that if the quality of oxide， 
formed by constant current mode had shown any improvement， its quality would certainly be 
improved if constant current mode were followed by constant voltage mode in the same oxide 
growth process. Small-dimension film of silicon oxide formed by a combination of modified 
constant current mode and constant voltage mode， iftreated by low temperature annealing26) 
would have interface-state density of the order 1010 which could be as effective as thermal 
oxide at least from the view point of interface states. 
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Mossbauer Spectroscopy Analysis of Aging Behavior 
in Duplex Stainless Steel 
Takuyo YAMADA， Hisashi KUWANO， Yuichi ISHIKAWA 
Abstract 
A duplex stainless steel was aged at 723K for time periods up to 5000h to study th巴mechanismof the 
phase decomposition of ferrite. A time evolution of the compositional fluctuation was evaluated on th巴basis
of the probabilities of the hyperfine magnetic field distribution computed from the Mossbauer spectra. 
Precipitation of the Cr-rich a' phase was investigated by the probability of the paramagnetic component and 
TEM observation. 
1 .緒言
2相ステンレス鋼は，オーステナイト (γ) とフェライト (α)の混合組織となるように Fe-Cr





















組成は0.021mass%C， 0.82 mass%Si， 1.07 mass%Mn， 7.34 mass%Ni， 25.19 mass%Cr， 3.17 
mass%Mo(以後， mass%は単に%と記載する)およびFeである。この試料は 2相組織で，フェ
ライト (α)とオーステナイト (γ)の量比は65:35である O フェライト相とオーステナイト相で
は元素の分配率が違うので，それぞれの相中の主な化学組成を EDS分析によって測定した。その
結果フェライト中では5.01%Ni，27.87 %Cr，4.30 %Mo，オーステナイト中では8.94%Ni， 23.77 % 
Cr， 2.51 %Moであった。 Cr，Moはブエライト相中に， Niはオーステナイト相中に濃縮して含
まれる傾向がある O このことからフェライト相とオーステナイト相の量比が変化すれば，それぞ
れの相中の固溶元素量も変化することが予測される O
この鋼板を約15mmX 15 mmX2 mmの寸法に切り出したものを電気炉を用いて大気中で，450'
Cで最長5000時間まで時効した。試料表面の酸化膜をエメリー研磨紙で除去した後，マイクロカッ
ターで圧延面に沿って厚さ約0.3mm に切断した。その後機械研磨で50~100μm まで加工し、無








図 1の(A.R.)は受理材のメスパウアースペクトルである O ドップラー速度 V二 O付近のピーク



































































磁場分布(図 2) の強磁性成分をより詳しくみるために，内部磁場範囲を18~36T に限定して計
算したものである。 34T付近のピークは図 1のサプピークに対応するもので，純鉄に相当する内
部磁場成分である。図 3(d)はこの34Tの存在確率(P(34T) /%)の変化である。 P(34T)はFe-rich
なα相の生成量に間接的に対応する。この P(34T)は受理材ではほとんど存在しないが 1時間
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(2) 1時間時効で， Cr-richなイ相が析出し，それにともない Fe-richなα相も生成する。時効
時間とともに両方の生成量が増し， 5000時間時効で反応は終了する。
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Transformation of N atural Zeolites into Highly 
Active Catalysts by Surface Modifications 
Takao KOBAYASHI， Yukiko NAKATA， Yoshio UEMICHI 
and Masatoshi SUGIOKA 
Abstract 
N atural zeolites were modified with 1 ~5N of mineral acid (H，S04， HCl， H3P04) and ammonium salt 
((NH4)，S04， NH4Cl， NH4N03， NH4F) aqueous solutions followed by calcination at 5000C and their catalytic 
activities for various acid-catalyzed reaction such as dehydration of 2-propanol， cracking of cumene and n 
hexane， disproportionation and alkylation of toluene， conversion of methanol， etc. were investigated by use 
of fixed bed flow reactor. It was revealed that the catalytic activities of natural zeolites for these acid 
catalyzed reactions were remarkably enhanced by the modification with these acid and ammonium salt 
solutions. The cause of enhancement of catalytic activities of natural zeolites by modification with these 
acid and ammonium salt aqueous solutions was supposed to be due to the increase of surface acidity of 
natural zeolites by these pretreatments 
It can be concluded that there is a possibility of usage of modified natural zeolites as highly active 
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図 1 種々のアンモニウム塩処理(還流法)した NZ-O触媒による
2-PAの脱水反応



























表 1 種々のアンモニウム塩で処理した NZ-O触媒の2-PAの脱水反応に
対する触媒活性
処理法 触 媒 転化率(%) 活性増加比
未処理 NZ-O 0.7 
(a)還流法 (NH4) ，S04/NZ-O 63.8 9l.1 
NH4NO，/NZ-O 64.0 9l.4 
NH4C!/NZ-O 75.9 108.4 
(b)浸漬法 (NH4) ，S04/NZ-O 60.7 86.7 
NH4NOjNZ-O 58.6 83.7 
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図 3 2-PAの脱水反応に対するアンモニウム塩処理濃度による影響
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反応温度触媒量供×給1速0-2度 転化率 (%) 活性増加比反応物 反 応 CC) (g) (~ì;~in) 未処理処 理 (X，/Xo)
ml/mm) (Xo) (X，) 
トルエン 不均化 500 3.0 5.66 0.2 7.2 36.0 
トルエン アルキル化 500 3.0 5.66 13.0 26.0 2.0 
oキシレン 異性化 400 3.0 5.66 0.5 58.6 117.2 
不均化 0.2 4.8 24.0 
言十 0.7 63.4 90.6 
nヘキサン 分解 500 3.0 0.41 10.4 79.4 7.6 
クメン 分解 400 2.0 5.66 2.8 89.2 3l.9 








触媒 未処理(Xo) 処理(Xt) (Xo/Xt) 
lN-H，S04 lN -(NH4) ，SO， lN-H，SO， lN -(NH4) ，S04 
NZ-O 2.8 87.0 89.2 3l.1 3l. 9 
NZ-Y 9.4 48.3 76.7 5.1 8.2 
NZ-M 2.9 19.6 50.4 6.8 17.4 
NZ-K 7.8 40.8 47.0 5.2 6.0 
NZ-S 14.2 78.4 96.1 5.5 6.8 
NZ-F l.8 17.3 42.9 9.6 23.8 
















メタノールはマイクロフィーダ (0. 0532 ml/ min)により供給した。この結果，硫酸および硫酸ア
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図6 硫酸および硫酸アンモニウム処理 NZ~O 触媒によるメタノールの転化反応にお付る活性と寿命















生 成 物 組 成 (%)1)
処 理 寿命(min)
Cl~C，量(面積)C1 C2 C3 C， (CH3)20 
未処理 16.6 25.9 5.5 37.9 14.1 8.4 20 
HCI') 9.3 40.4 26.1 24.1 31.2 320 
H2SO.') 9.0 42.0 25.9 22.1 32.4 360 
(NH，) 2S0， ') 14.3 41.0 14.4 19.1 29.7 310 
H3PO，s) 8.1 42.3 24.1 25.6 26.5 500 
NH，F6) 11.0 39.5 22.8 26.7 28.6 430 
HC¥，) 17.7 52.2 14.3 15.9 200 
HC!8) 6.3 28.0 36.1 29.7 29.9 460 
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Electrochemical Behavior of Polyaniline-zeolite 
Composite Electrodes 1. Redox of Copper-zeolites 
Baochen W AN G * *， J inghui YU AN， and Keikichi FU JIKA W A * 
Abstract 
A composite electrode has been prepared by press of a mixture of zeolite and Teflonized acetylene black 
on platinum net and mooified with a conducting polymer， polyaniline byアmeansof electrochemical polymer. 
ization. The electrodes have b巴巴ninvestigated for electrochemical reactions of cupric ion as a function of 
type of zeolite Y or A， method of ion-exchange， and solution acidity. Oxidation potential of the trapped ion 
at zeolite shifted considerably in the anodic direction and the shift was interpreted as the cluster size of zero 
valent copper (CUO) resulted in an energy shift of its redox reactions. Thus copper ion participating the 
redox reactions should exist within the pore sites of zeolite. The electrochemical response depended 
strongly on solution acidity. Polyaniline interfered for copper ion to concentrat巴inzeolite. The mecha. 
nisms of copper ion exchange and the polyaniline modification effect were discussed on the basis of acid-base 
property of these substances. 
Introduction 
The growing volume of publications concerning with the electrochemistry of zeolite-
modified electrodes has been issued1) from the interests in chemical affinity like ionic 
exchange and acid-base properties and micro-selectivities like molecular sieve effect and ion 
selectivity. The high potentiality of zeolite for electrochemical applications， however， is
limited by its insulating property and difficulty to fix it on suitable substrates. Those 
limitations may be related to the poor reproducibility of reactivity and weak durability of 
electrodes. 
One important advantage in the present study is to realize a modification of zeolite with 
conducting polymer， polyaniline， according to electrochemical techniques. Another im-
protance exists in stabilization of the electrochemical response and improvement of the 
durability of the composite electrodes by use of such conductive and stable binder as 
* To whom al correspondeces shou!d be addressed: Muroran Institute of Technology， 27Mizumoto'-cho， 050 
Muroran-shi Japan. 
日'ChangchunInstitute of Applied Chemistry， Academy Sinica， Changchun 130022， Peop!e's Republic of China. 
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Teflonized acetylene black (T AB) 
Polyaniline has been investigated physico-chemically in detail and proved the fibril 
morphology2) promising a molecule-sized microconductor. Therefore， the growth of the 
polymer at a boundary of the conductor and the insulator possibly creates a new zone of 
electrode processes. 
In this paper the electrode processes of cupric ion will be described as probe reactions. 
Along this interest the other processes of iron species will be demonstrated in the succeeding 
paper3) for the generality of the function of the similar composite electrodes. 
Experimental 
Zeolite Y was Linde Molecular Sieve SK -40 in N a Y-powder form and zeolite A was also 
Linde Molecular Sieve 5A in CaA-powder form. Metal-ion-exchanged zeolite was prepared 
by stirring a suspension of 0.1 g of zeolite powder in 15 ml of a 0.1 M aqueous Cu (N03)2 
solution for 24 h. Then the zeolite was filtrated and washed with water purified by Mili Q 
until filtrate became colorless. The exchanged zeolite is referred to as the “pre-exchanged 
zeolite" to distinguish from the other exchanged zeolite which is referred to as the “post 
exchanged zeolite". This was prepared by dipping a composite electrode， which will be 
mentioned in the succeeding paragraph， consisted of non-exchanged zeolite and T AB into 0.1 
M Cu (N03)z solution for 24 h and then washed with water thoroughly. 
For combination of zeolite powder with platinum screen substrate， T AB (Teflon 32%， 
acetylene black 64%) was used. Some properties of T AB have been described elsewhere4) 
Certain amount of zeolite (40 mg) and T AB (20 mg) was mixed thoroughly in a mortar and 
prepared in a film form. The film was pressed on the both sides of the platium screen (100 
mesh). The composite electrode provided above is referred to as the “zeolite-T AB elec-
trode'¥ 
Polyaniline was formed at the composite electrode by electrochemical polymerization of 
aniline (0.1 M) solved in 0.5 M H2S04・ Theother conditions for polymerization were fol 
owed to those reported previously5). The modified electrode is referred to as the “zeolite 
T AB-P AN electrode". 
All electrochemical measurements were performed in a three compartment glass cell which 
contained platium wire as a counter electrode and SCE as a reference electrode other than 
the test electrode in the same solution. The electrochemical equipment was a potentio 
galvanostat HA-303 (Hokuto Denko Ltd.) connected with a function generator HB-111 
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(Hokuto Denko Ltd.). Cyclic voltammetry was performed at a constant sweep rate 
(50 m V /s)and at room temperature (20-240C). 
Results and Discussion 
Cyclic voltammograms at the non-modified 
electrodes in acid solution 
Fig. 1a shows a cyclic voltammogram (CV) at the non-exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB electrode 
in sulfuric acid solution. The whole feature of this CV istypically capacitive. Small peaks 
appearing at around 0.7 V in the anodic sweep and 0.25 V in the cathodic sweep， which can 
be attributed to the well-known surface processes on platinum electrode， are negligible 
comparing to the capacitive current. 
b. 
???? ??
? ? ? ?
In Fig. 1b， the CV at the TAB 
electrode which is composed of 
only T AB on platinum screen dem-
onstrates the shape of the redox 
reactions of cupric ion contained 
in the solution. The petential for 
the redox reactions shifts further 
ι二ゴ
c 
in the negative direction than 
those at the two electrodes 
mentioned above. Since the max-







almost the same， i.e.， 41 and 39 
mA at oxidative and reductive 
cycles， respectively， the amount of 
participating species to the redox 
reaction balances very well. 
On exchanging Na+ of zeolite 
with Cu2+ the large current peaks 
grew up on the background of the 
capacitive current as shown in Fig. 
1c where pre-(solid line) and post 
(dashed line) exchanged zeolites 
POTENTIAL. Vvo. SCE 
Fig.l Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M H，SO. at 50 mV /s
El巴ctrodes:a. N e Y -type zeolite -T AB: b. only 
T AB in the solution containing containing 0.05 M 
Cu(N03)，・ C.Cu'+ pre-exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB 
(一一一)and post-exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB (一一)
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were demonstrated with solid line and dashed line， respectively. Although the shapes of both 
CV are almost the same， the reduction current starts at more positive potential at the pre-
exchanged zeolite (0.3 V) than the post-exchanged zeolite (0.2 V). Farther the top potential 
of the oxidation peaks shifts about 0.3 V more positive in the anodic direction at the former 
than the latter. The charge values of the oxidation and reduction balance each other. This 
situation at the zeolite-A is totally the same to the zeolite-A. 
In the case of the composite electrode it is evident that cupric ion was trapped in the zeolite 
and the redox reaction might take place at the interfacial area between partic1es of zeolite 
and carbon contained in T AB. From the microscopic observation， carbon partic1es (av. 0.7 
μm diameter) are smaller in one order of magnitude than zeolite partic1es (Y -type zeolite: 
av.7μm diameter). Thus the interstitial spaces of zeolite partic1es in the composite elec-
trode may be c10sely packed with carbon partic1es and electrolyte solution may be supplied 
to the zeolite through the interstitial channels having the hydrophilic zeolite side-wall. 
The values of the half wave potential of oxidation peaks of Fig. 1b and c were 0.46， 0.26， 
and 0.14 V for the pre-and post-exchanged zeolite and the T AB electrodes， respectively. 
This means that the ion trapped in zeolite is apparently more active to reduction reaction 
than the ion in the solution. Gion Calzaferri et a1.6) have observed the same behavior on the 
redox of silver ion. A. Henglein7) has calculated the equilibrium potential between zero 
valent silver c1uster and its c1uster ion. According to this theory the positive shift of 
oxidation potential at the present system could be aUributed to the greater stability of the 
CuO c1uster. Thus it is suggested that the copper ion participating in the redox reactions at 
the composite electrode might exist at the adsorption sites of the zeolite 
Cyclic voltammograms at the polyaniline-
modified electrode in acid solution 
A polyaniline modification was performed at a non-exchanged zeolite-T AB electrode， 
providing the zeolite-T AB-PAN electrode. The CV at this electrode in sulfuric acid 
solution is illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig. 2. Two couples of redox peaks appear due 
to polyaniline redox and doping-undoping processes described as follows2). 
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? ? ? ?
???? ???
0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 
POTENTIAL. Vv，. SCF POTENTIAL. VV5 • SCE 
Fig.2 Cyclic voltammograms at Cu2+ post ex 
changed zeolite-Y -T AB-PAN at 50 
m V /s. Solution: in 0.5 M H，S04 (~-) 
and 0.5 M KN03 (..) ; non-exchanged 
zeolite-Y -T AB-P AN in 0.5 M H2S04 
(ー)
Fig.3 Cyclic volammograms at Cu2+ post-ex 
changed Y-(一一一) and A -type (一一一)
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Reaction [1J corresponds to the couple of peaks at potentials of about 0.40 and 0.13 V in the 
anodic and cathodic sweeps， respectively and Reaction [IJ to potentials of about 0.55 and O. 
40 V in the anodic and cathodic cycles， respectively. 
At the post-exchanged zeolite-T AB-P AN electrode， a new couple of peaks appeared at 
potentials of 0.25 and -0.15 V on the anodic and cathodic CVs growing from about 0.08 V. 
The continuous change of those CV s was demonstrated with solid curves of Fig. 3. Compar. 
ing these CV s to those of the unmodified electrode (curves of Fig. 1)， the peak positions at the 
post-exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB-P AN electrode are rather silimar to those of the T AB 
electrode (Fig.1b). Thus polyaniline may influence mainly on the affinity of the zeolite 
towards copper ion. 
When the type of zeolite was changed to A -type (the dashed line in Fig. 3)， the shape of the 
CV changed slightly from that of the post-exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB-P AN. 1n one 
publication8) the formation of fibers of polyaniline inside the zeolite-A -pores has been 
reported by use of chemical polymerization. 1n the present system， although polyaniline 
might interact with the adsorption sites of zeolite-A， the afinity stil maintained in the larger 
level than that of the zeolite-Y possiblely due to the structural difference between both 
zeolites. 
Cyclic voltammograms in neutral solution 
After the measurement in acid solution the solution was changed to the neutral one. The 
shape of CV changed drastically and al the current peaks disappeared at the post-exchanged 
zeolite-Y -T AB-P AN evectrode as shown by the dashed curve with a dot of Fig. 2. 1n a 
literature2a) it has been reported that the proton doping ceases in neutral solution because 
polyaniline convertes to an insulating polymer. On the other hand it has also known that the 
silver-ion-exchanged zeolite electrode combined with carbon paste behaves such a manner as 
peaks on CV are minimized in the range of solution pH from 5.5 to 10.29) due to deposition 
of silver ion. 1n the present system， therefore， the disapparence of current peaks suggests 
two possible causes so far.: 1. disapparence of active sites on polyaniline molecular chain 
due to insulation and 2. decrease of cupric ion activity in the reaction zone due to deposition. 
The redox peaks stil occur at the T AB-P AN electrode in cupric ion solution， although 
polyaniline redox completely disappear as shown by the dashed curve with a dot of Fig. 4a. 
Therefore the cause 1 can be ruled out. 
1n neutral solution the CV -shape at the pre-exchanged zeolite-T AB electrode (the solid 
curve of Fig. 4a) is essentially the same to that in an acid solution (the dashed curve of Fig. 
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1b). However， there appear two pairs of peaks at the post-exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB 
electrodes at 0.18 and 0.5 V in the anodic sweep and 0.35 and about -0.1 V in the cathodic 
sweep as shown in Fig. 4b. But the peak current does not grow so high as those at the pre-
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At the T AB electrode in the 
neutral solution containing 0.05 M 
Cu (N03)2 the CV -shape is shown 
by the dashed line in Fig. 4a. It is 
the same to that in acid solution 
(Fig. 1c). From these results it is 
obvious that the activity of cupric 
ion in both zelite-pores and bulk 
solution is not so low as al peaks 
disappearing and thus the cause 2 
should also be canceled out. 
The mechanisms of the 
ion -exchange 
and the modification 
Thus the present study provides 
the first manifestation which 
shows the inside-polymer-zeolite 
by using electrochemical polymer-
ization. In conc1usion， an induc 
tive approach leads to the follow-
ing mechanisms of the ion-
exchange at the present electrodes 
and its modification with 
polyaniline. 
Fig.4 Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M KN03 at 50 m V /s 
Electrodes: a. Cu2+ pre -exchanged z巴olite-y 
T AB (--) in the solution without dissolved Cu2+ 
and TAB (一一一)and TAB-PAN (一・一・)in the solu-
tion containing 0.5 M Cu(N03lz: b. Cu2+ post-ex. 
changed zeolite-Y -T AB without Cu2+ in solution Ion exchange and acid prop-
erties of zeolite have been 
ascribed to tricoordinated aluminium atoms10) and silanol groups of zeolite. Hydrated 
cupric ion might link to the sites through ion exchange and dissociate proton under the strong 
influence of electrostatic field inside the zeolite cavities11) as formulated by [A -1J and [A -2J. 
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Also it is suggested that the protonated nitrogen atoms in imide radical of polyaniline 
molecule described in eqs. [IJ and [I] can interact with the ion exchange sites of zeolite as 
formulated by structure [B-l]. As polyaniline hinders the ion exchange sites， the exchange 
capacity of the post-exchanged zeolite-T AB-P AN electrode decreases considerably as 






















Cu2+ (OH) 2 (H20) n-3 
In generavl， silanol groups of zeolite can dissociate proton easier especially in neutral or 
alkaline solution and thus those might bind monohydroxy cupric ion strongly as drawn by 
[A-3J， which might have been nominated as“deposit" owing to the anomaly low value of 
solubility product of CU(OH)2・ Sincepolyaniline has strong tendence accepting proton， the 
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Composite Electrod巳s1. Redox of Copper-zeolites 
dissociation of protons from silanol groups might be promoted at the zeolite modified with 
polyaniline， taking the structure [B-2J. 
The effect of solution neutrality， however， is completely different between the post 
exchanged zeolite-Y -T AB-PAN (the dashed curve with a dot of Fig. 2) and the post-exchan 
ged zeolite-Y -T AB (Fig. 4b) or the post-exchanged zeolite-A -T AB (the dashed curve of Fig. 
5). This fact might be attributed to the surface complex formation through coordination 
bond between nitrogen of imide group on polyaniline and copper ion inside the zeolite cages 
due to the large value of stability constant of analogous complexes having N→Cu bond 
The further evidence will be provided in the next paper3) of this series. 
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Auxiliary Schemes for Axonometric Drawing 
to Add to its Practical Utility 
Akira SUGINOME， Kazutaka KUROSA W A and Satoru INO 
Abstract 
The present report is intended to help enhance practical utility ofaxnometric manual drawing techniques. 
As a pertinent aid， a simple geometrical scheme is introduced to make transformation easi巴rof a trimetric 
system into its dimetric equivalent， and v. v. ; specifically concerning rotation of both systems about any 
normal to a coordinate/principal plane they have in common. 
The above subscheme coupled with now reconsidered auxiliary views to the main drawing and/or the 
customary resorts s巴rvesto make it easier in drawing to account for angular relations between the lin巴of
sight and the considered axonometric coordinate system and to address oblique or non-axonometric linear 
elements and circular segments of an object than only with those resorts， e.g. scale ratios for axonometric 
lines and coordinate plane revolution to deal with non-axonometric portions (with the known method of 
intersections as a generalization thereof). 
Utility of the customary drawing routine combined with introduced partial alternatives thereto， notably in 
drawing to meet compound geometrical conditions， isnoted in an example to show the agency of our present 
proc巴dureand others to clarify relatedly conceived additional use of the conventional ellipse guides. 
1. Introduction 
Rapid progress in computer graphics techniques may be said to have undervalued the 
normal pursuit of improved skill in manual axonometric drawing. Still， its renovation even 
to any small extent plainly seems desirable in its reconstitution， e.g.， to be more analytical， 
focused on geometrical basics， irrespective of whether its usage is solely manual or inter-
active with the former vehicles. 
For now， as immediate considerations， certain ofaxonometric drawing routines， though 
largely unheeded so far， may be capable of improvement noted in the following. 
As a practical need， in its initial sequence any axonometric drawing would rather include 
explicitly defining the angle between the viewer's line of sight and any relevant prinicipal 
plane e. g. using its edge views auxiliary to the main drawing. In other words， from the 
pictorial nature of the drawing that can duly involve artistic sketching， itis natural that the 
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relative position between the viewer and the considered object or coordinate system had 
better be intuitively comprehensible. 
However， serving the need implicitly alone， the whole preliminary scheme assumed in the 
standard drawing methodology stil remains no more than the angles between the pictures of 
the system's coordinate axes and the accompanying scale ratios for dimetry and trimetry. 
In fact， such distinction and scale ratios become secondary as often as not by our subsequent-
ly reordering the drawing system taking account of the above priority. 
Needed concurrently are appropriate subsystems or devices ancillary to axonometric 
transformations and to any other drawing work in line with the above primary consideration 
and to expedite overall geometrical construction; based on such elemental drawing opera-
tions as producing from the oblique or non-axonometric segment of a simplex object either 
its true length or shape and v. v. ; fundamental transforms indispensable between an object 
and its picture. 
Those ancillary means amount to auxiliary views of the system and the ordinary means of 
revolution of coordinate planes; the said devices signify， inthe main: the reference points 
for easier rotation of the principal planes or axes， a simple construction to facilitate the 
drawing of the ellipse and more practical attempts to add utility to available ellipse guides. 
Subsequently， through illustrated examples for developing their more or less combined 
utility， we are to consider proper use of the foregoing collateral measures to be conducive to 
axonometric manual drawing. 
2. Assumption 
In the following for brevity we synonymously refer to axonometric coordinate system as 
a(n) (axonometric) system unless on defining otherwise; to its coordinate axes/planes as 
principal planes/ axes; to pertinent drawings as drawings or views. Generally， the system 
to be considered is the one as defined in Ref. [1J along with its auxiliary side view， with its 
three principal axes stretching toward the viewer of the object lying in principle between its 
origin and the viewer. Main notation for symbols and abbreviation is given below. With 
this， any main-auxiliary-combined view drawing is to follow the orthographic third-angle 
conventions e. g. [2J usual in this country; unless otherwise specified on occasion 
2.1 Notation 
i) Literal: In principle， points pertaining to an object are designated by capitals A， B etc. 
in its drawing and by lower-cases a， b etc. as their projections in space onto a principal plane， 
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i. e. axonometric coordinate plane. 
i) Suffix: The letter or literal symbol for any point in auxiliary drawings is given suffix 
“1" or “2" additional to their orininal equivalent in the main drawing， respectively for a first 
or second auxiliary view.; additional suffix “0" to literals for points on principal axes or 
others revolved on to a picture/image plane or parallels thereto， esp. in later discussed ex 
amples 1 and 2. 
ii) N umeral: i's / iニk，1， 2.. / refer to transferable points by a sequence of coordnate 
transformation， with k treated as one of them that is on a dimetric principal axes. 
2.2 Abbreviation 
Points， line and plane may respectively be abbreviated as pnt.， ln.， and pl.， with “s" to their 
plural; point/line of sight as p./l. o. s.; auxiliary view as a. v. ; true length as TL; In 
figures， entries M， Al and A2 signify image planes; the main， a 1st and a 2nd auxiliary， 
respectively on both sides of a folding line as intersections between those combined. 
3. Subsystems 
As is well-known， considerable part of the orthographic drawing technics inc1uding those 
axonometric are usable as eventually equivalent alternatives to each other. Admittedly， the 
more of them are the better for drawing objects easily subject to visual angles or directions 
ill-conditioned for analytical drawing operations. In the following， an additional alternative 
is introduced so that it may be usable combined with other subsystems to the main drawing 
routine duly inc1uding the said auxiliary views and revolution procedure. Their utility will 
be discussed only as their use correlated or combined with other means. 
3.1 Reference Subscheme for Rotation of a System 
Though usually needed， stil cumbersome seems a mere rotational transformation about a 
principal axes of any arbitrarily given trimetric system into its dimetric equivalent (though 
the reverse of this transformation is obvious)， without any direct and simple means available 
even in well-documented textbooks， e.g. [3]. 
Currently， such a one is introduced. Pertinently， an arbitrarily chosen trimetric system is 
shown in Fig. 1 with the relatedly assumed axonometric triangle (trace triangle) XiYZ of any 
size (where i can be any cardinal). Then a circ1e isdrawn with diameter OZ and Center C. 
Line Mk tangent to the circ1e at k is drawn from midpoint M of the base of the triangle. 
Both k and intersection A of horizontalline kk and Z-axis are the necessary reference points 
in the following sense. Referring at first to point k， intersection Xk of line Ck with the 
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preceding base can directly determine OXk as the relevant axis of the required dimetric 
coordinate system with Xk-， Yk-and Z-axis; with symmetry readily giving Yk-axis too. 
Yk Y1 
Fig.l A geometric relation for transformation between a dimetric 
system and its trimetric variations. 
Next， relating to point A， let arbitrarily assumed Xi(i~l山2・ )-axis belong to any trimetric 
system to be obtained by rotating the above dimetric system about Z-axis. Xi-axis and the 
said circle obviously intersect at point i(right); and the line drawn though both i(ri&ht) and A 
determine ioeft) on the circle (circle C); then line through both 0 and ioeft) provides point Yi 
or desired Yi-axis. 
N amely， point k has provided the dimetric system from any of its trimetric counterparts ; 
while point A has commonly served as reference point for any degree ofaxial rotation above. 
The validity of the above concepts is easily confirmed. Shortly noted at least on drawing 
is for circle C to be the locus of feet (iニ k，1， 2..)， notably including point k， of the 
perpendiculars to the legs (oblique sides) of trace triangle XiYZ from its orthocenter. 
Obviously required for any system under consideration to be dimetric is symmetry of points 
ioeft) and i(right) with respect to Z-axis. This holds only when i二 k，with symmetric points k 
obtainable as points of tangency of lines drawn from point M to circle C. 
3.2 Major and Minor Auxiliary Circles 
Rather than its trimetric variations， a dimetric system now made to be easily afforded is 
more fitted e. g. for drawing circular objects or revolution loci on a principal plane as in Fig. 
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2， practically because assuming major and minor auxiliary circles for elliptic drawings can 
dispense with an auxiliary side view or other ancillary means required in trimetry. 
When an ellipse is the revolved entity of a circle lying on the picture plane onto a principal 
plane as in Fig. 2， the direction of any radius of the circle from its radius vector is not directly 
detectable without the ellipse drawn beforehand， while most simple is the reverse: to find the 
direction of ellipse radius vector by use of the circle. Though seemingly too trivial to have 
been documented so far， the ensuing process fils the purpose 
In Fig. 3， radius vector OX; is initially given its direction. From intersections (pnts. 1 and 
2) of this direction line with the respective major and minor auxiliary concentric circles， a 
vertical and a horizontal line are drawn to give their intersection， pnt. 3， and the desired 
radius OXo. Such pieces of knowledge are convenient in reality e. g. for drawing tangent 
planes to surfaces of revolution (by applying concentric circle construction [4J or otherwise) 
and treatment of non~axonometric lines in general. 
Z. 
r2 
Fig.2 A dimetric reference system directly 
affordable by concentric circles or a 
foreshortening ratio， r2/rl 
Fig.3 A way of locating radius of an object 
circle from a given radius vector of its 
eliptic view 
3.3 Auxiliary Views to Main Drawing Combined with Other Ancillaries 
Despite their apparent inactive practical use so far， auxiliary views to a main axonometric 
picture seem in fact indispensable in theory and practice， with a trace triangle to the main 
drawing notably accountable for perpendicular relations between elements of a drawn object 
Fig.4 is intended to exemplify two major aspects of their use: aids to revolution (as the 
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equivalent for the Mongean term rabaftement of a principal plane and rotation of line/plane 
elements of the objects in the context of graphics routine. In that illustration of the ordinary 
multi-view drawing operations for dihedral angle of planes ABC and BCD， noticeable seems 
the depicted rotation of the relevant cross-sectional angled lines using a first and second 
auxiliary view， attended with drawing its locus. 
By the nature of a pictorial drawing aimed to be self-explanatory based on the known 
principles of orthographic drawing and for reasons of space， we let the illustration need no 










Fig.4 An axonometric ilustration of constructing a dihedral angle by the descriptive geometry. 
4. Use of Ellipse Guides 
As examples of more practical application of the currently surveyed auxiliary measures， 
Figs. 5 and 6 introduce a sequence of drawing steps or two for added efficacy of ellipse 
guides/templates to their customary utility. 
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Fig.5 Example 1 for drawing object circles， laid on different principal planes， as 
template巴lipsesof 25-and 35-deg. elipse angle. 
Ex. 1 Using at first two template el1ipse sets different in el1ipse angle we are to effect the 
trimetric drawing of two sets of circles lying on different principal planes; such usual1y being 
the case e. g. in engineering il1ustration centering on objects with mainly linear and/or 
circular outlines. Relevantly in Fig. 5， given plane XkOYk， beforehand， inclined e. g. through 
25 deg. to the picture plane， Xk -and Y k -axis are to be rotated to the position of X1 -and Y 1-
axis so as to turn axonometric projections of circles laid on plane YkOZ into e1lipse with any 
assumed el1ipse angle， i.e. 35 deg. in the present case. 
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Such an angle， the same as that of inclination of 1.o. s. SO to plane YiOZ， where i = k， 1 etc.， 
is measurable as angle SOR with pnt. Ri as the foot of a normal from expediently chosen p. 
o. s. S to the plane. Attendant on the rotation through varied angles pnts. R's(i戎， etc.) form a 
circular locus with diameter 02S2 which is projected as a line horizontal and a circle in the 
respective 1st and 2nd a. v. ; while forming another with diameter O，S， on the vertical plane 











Selecting the prescribed triad of reference 
coodinate axes in Ex. 2 (above) 
A case in point of using 25-and 15-deg 
elipse guides in drawing intersected cylin 
ders with coplanar axes and radi ofρand 
3/4ρ(Ieft) 
Fig.6 Example 2 for methodizing the drawing of object circ1es， laid on X10Yl 
principal plane and a plane with a specified 60-deg. inc1ination to it; to be 
respective templete ellipses of 25-and 15-deg. ellipse angles; and a directly 
r巴levantdepiction of intersected objects. 
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Assumed pnt. R;O(i~l) on the laUer circle in the 1st a. v. so that angle R;OO， S， (二s)should 
equal the said 35 deg. is to correspond to R"， inthe direction normal to In. O，S" and further 
to R'2 on the former of Thales' circle in a. v. the 2nd， deciding O2 Y，2 and 02X'2 and hence OY， 
and OX， inthe main drawing. 
Ex. 2: 1n a related context， when an oblique circle Iying on a plane is needed to be 
axonometrically drawn as a template ellipse e. g. with ellipse angle ε= 15 deg.， provided the 
object is inclined to plane XkOYk through a specified angle e. g. of 60 deg.， its position can be 
decided in a scheme of Fig. 6 
There two cones in a pair， one laid on plane XkOYk with that angle as base angle and 
another， inverted， composed of the normals to the former at its vertex， V， are introduced. 
Among varied angles that SO， a 1.o. s. passing through V， makes with the generatorices of the 
inverted cone， LこWVUcan be chosen as γ， the complementary toε， for the reasen to follow 
Because those generatorices may be revolved about 1. o. s. SO onto the vertical plane 
containing this， into the radii of a circle with radius V，W，O， an assumed true-Iength gener-
atorix V，W，O tomake γ= LO，VW，O with In. SO can be revolved back into WO，V" which is 
readily to give the plane or any parallel thereto that can contain the said circle. N amely it 
is the tangent plane to the first cone through generatorix UV and trace WT， for pnts. U and 
V correspond in the direction of Z-axis， with plane XaOZa being such a parallel with Xa-axis 
normal thereto. 1ncidently included in that figure， as a case in point， isan appropriate 
axonometric view of two intersecting circular cylinders. 
5. Concluding Remark 
Though explicitly with only a few specific illustrations， major combinations of the 
introduced subsystems， including some presumedly novel， seem to have proved of additional 
use to the conventional means in probable cases of their practical application in constructions 
under more of quantitative geometrical constraints than those relatively elemental mainly 
with axonometric lines. 
Hence the introduced variations of means are expected to aid types of pictorial drawing 
where the drawer's depicting compound objects with their circumstantial transfiguration， 
necessarily grasping their mutual and relative position to the viewer， as part of a total scene 
tends to be an intricate consideration， unlike simply delineating discrete objects themselves 
as has mostly been the case. 
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ble absorption and holographic compo-
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K. Kawano 
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International Sym-
posium on Molten 
Salt Chemistry and 
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Room -Temperature Enviromental Em 
brittlement and Electrochemical Behavior 
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Protective Rust Layer Formed on Weath-
ering Steel by Atmospheric Corrosion for a 
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Applied to Nuclear 
Reactor Vessel 
Thermal Ann巴a-
ling and Plant Life 
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Development of a Miniaturized Bulge Test 
(Small Punch Test) for Post-Irradiation 

































Hydrogen Induced Cracking in Type 316 
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The Long Term Growth of the Protective 
Rust Layer Formed on Weathering Steel 
by Atmospheric Corrosion During a Quar-
ter of a Century 
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Physica B Cu-NQR/NMR Studies of Yl-xPrxBa2Cu3 0δand Gdl-XPrxBa2Cu30δ 
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A. Yamanaka 
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print (lntern 
Symp. in Honor of 
Kozo TANABE) 
Pr巴paration of Platinum -Supported 
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Technical paper of 
3rd J apan-Saudi 
Arabia Symposium 
01 Catalysts 
Development of Highly Active Zeolite 
Based Hydrodesulfurization Catalysts 
104 
M. Sugioka 
Paper of 1st ]apan 
Kuwait Sympo. 
sium on Catalysts 
p.3 
(1993) 
Development of Highly Active Z巴alite
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Natural Zeolite 
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Development of Highly Active Zeolite 
Based Hydrodesulfurization Catalysts 
Enhancement of the Catalytic Activities of 
N atural Zeolites by Modification with 
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A Mechanism of Si02 Film Growth on the 



































































































































































































































































Tensor， N. S 
カルタン空間におけるリー微分の導入
Lie derivative of d-object fields in th巳
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Proc. of the 12th 
SMiRT 
Impact Behavior of RC Beams Reinforced 






K. G. Matsuoka 





Proc. of the 12th 
SMiRT 
Field Test on Shock-Absorbing Effect of 






K. G. Matsuoka 
N. Sugata 
835-842 
1993.10 Proc. of the FIP '93 
Impact Resistance of PC Beams Using 
Braided AFRP Rods as PC Tendons 
111 
N.Kishi 





























































Design Aid of Semi-Rigid Connections for 
Frame Analysis 
Absorbing Capacity of Cushion System 
Using Concrete Slab Reinforced with 
AFRP Rods 
Analysis Program for Design of Flexibly 





















































































































































































































菅松 田岡 紀健 一之
土木学会衝第2回落石
中野 修 敷砂を緩衝材とする PC多主桁の弾性衝撃挙 等による 撃問シ題に 270-275 





三層緩衝構造を用いた PC多主桁の荷重分担 等による 撃問シ に 276-281 
岸竹(ドー本ピ 設





等による 撃ポ間ジ に 282-285 (道開発局) 各種緩衝構造を用いた PC製覆工の断面試算





中野 修司) 土木学会第メZ合三、48凶三年回子ぷ同入次(道開発局 三層緩衝構造における EPS材の役割 学集術第講1部演 講演 文
1436-1437 
岸 徳光 1993.9 
遠パ(三ー菱藤デ油イ化ツシェ紘) 
西 (道開弘発局修明) 
中野 三層緩衝構造を用いた場合の PCロツクシエツ 土術木第講学1会部演第会48演回年論次 1438-1439 (道開発局) 学集 講文
岸 徳光 ドの断面設計 1993.9 
上(北海道大隆) 
尾 山 靖徳(長大史) 
岸 光 三層緩衝構造の芯材RCスラブの剛性が緩衝 学集土術木第学講I部会演第会講48演四年論文次 1440-1441 中野 修




野修 三層緩衝構造を設置した PC多主桁の弾性衝 土学術木学講会演第会講48演回年論文次 1442-1443 (道開発局) 撃挙動 1993.9 
岸菅 田 紀徳 光之 集第I部
竹(ドー本ピー伸高己建設一) 





AFRPロツドで補強した RC版を用いた緩衝 土木学会第会48回論年次 1446-1447 学術講演講演文(道開発局) 構造の実証実験 集第 1部 1993.9 



















































































































Tests Comparison of Real Connection 



































岸光 アングル系接合の M-(jr特性に用いる形状指 土木学講会演第会48四論年次 1546-1547 
後 藤(名芳工大額) 数の決定 学集術第 講演文 1993.9 1部
松岡健一
松(ドー 岡ピー 建設篤) 
土木学会第主L>主Rb48四三年両問b、次一上 浩ー 各種FRPロッドで補強した RC梁の繰返し衝 318-319 
(三井建設) 撃載荷実験 学術講演講演文 1993.9 
松岸 岡 健徳 一光
集第5部
篠崎(三井裕建 生
上 設浩) AFRPロッドを用いた RC版の耐衝撃性に与 土木学会第会48回論年次 320-321 
(三井建設) えるコンクリート強度の影響 学集術第講5部演 講演 文 1993.9 
岸松 岡 徳健 光一
田 村(三井富建設雄修) 
中野 AFRPロツドで補強した RC版を用いた緩衝 土木議学会第会講48回論年次 322-323 (道開発局) 学術演 演文
岸 徳光 構造の緩衝特性 集第5部 1993.9 
上(三井建設浩) 
岸後 藤名徳芳工 光穎
土木学会北海道支部 42-47 (大) 半剛結横移動骨組柱の有効座屈長の算定
松小 室岡 健雅 一人
論文報告集第50号 1994.2 
岸後 藤名徳芳工 額光
(大) Revision of Semi-Rigid Connection Data 土木学会北海第道支号部 48-53 
W. F. Chen Base 論文報告集 50 1994.2 
(Purdue Univ.) 
R. Hasan 
岸後 藤 徳芳 光額









敷砂緩衝材の緩衝性能に及ぼす均等係数の影 土木学報会北海第道支部 78-83 
西 弘明 響 論文告集 50号 1994.2 
佐 竹(道開利発局治) 
岸中 徳局光修) 
野(道開発 片持式覆工の衝撃挙動に及ぼす荷重分散幅の 土木学会北海第道支部 84-89 






緊張材の特性と配置位置がPC梁の耐衝撃挙 土木学会北集海道支部 90-95 








ルランベツ覆道の衝撃挙動解析 土木報学会北海道支部 108-113 中野 修 論文告集第50号 1994.2 
竹 村(道開瑞発局元) 
佐西 藤(道開開弘昌発局志) 
5トンの重錘を用いた三層緩衝構造の緩衝性 土木報学会北集海第道支部 l36-141 藤(道 発局局京明 能に関する実験的研究 論文告 50号 1994.2 
佐松 岡(道開健発 一
西 開弘発局明) 
佐藤(道 昌志 敷撃砂緩衝材を用いた PC多主桁の重錘落下衝 土木学報会北海道支部 142-147 
(道開発局) 実験 論文告集第50号 1994.2 
岸松 岡 徳健 光一




三層緩衝構造の緩衝性能に及ぼす芯材RCス 土木学会北海第道支部 152-157 
(道開発局) ラブの継子部の影響 論文報告集 50号 1994.2 
松岸岡健徳光
岸菅中 田 紀徳 之




補耐強筋の特性とコンクリート強度がRC梁の 土木報学会北海道支部 180-185 
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Proceeding of the 
6th ICBEN Inter 
national Congress 
Cross-cultural comparison of community 
response to road traffic noise in Hokkaido 
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Social survey on anoyance caused by road 
traffic noise in Kumamoto 
??
T. Yamashita 



































































































































Japan Society of 
Civil En去ll1eers，
Journal of Hydros. 
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Flood Runoff Forecasting Using a Fuz-













































































































Hydrodynamics of slotted walls in front of 





Proc. of 94 MIE 
International 
Forum & Sympo-




The concept of true cost of energy and its 




































































on Thermal Engi 
neering and Sci-
ence for Cold 
Regions 
機械システム工学科
Experimental Study of Freezing of Water 
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Methods in Ther 
mal Problems" 
held at Swansea 
“COMBINED FORCED AND FREE 
LAMINAR CONVECTIVE HEAT 
TRANSFER FROM A VERTICAL 
PLATE WITH COUPLING OF DISCON 









































































































Estimate of Turbulent Mixing of Super. 



























































































Cold model study on burden behaviour in 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































(etm '93)， Bang. 
dung， Indonesia 
Elasto-Plastic Thermal Stress in Brake 






Et xh periI11EI1tal and 
H. Kobayashi T11rEE POInt BendCinog l of Sandwich Beam eoretical p(1 .227232 
M. Daimaruya with Honeycomb Core 恥1echanics 93 993) 
(etm '93)， Bang 
dung， lndonesi日
豪丸谷政秀 志 三壊角形平板における引張応力波の集中と衝撃 第題シ4回ン材ポ料ジのウ衝ム撃(京問 1993 小林 敏 破パターン 5.11-12 小田美紀男 都)
小林秀敏 第題シ4田ン材ポ料ジのウ衝ム撃(京問 1993 
憂丸谷 政吉Zぎに: 志 切り欠きを通過する表面波の挙動 5.11-12 白馬 紀 都)
小林谷 秀敏
第す3る5講回構演造会強(京度都に)関 1993 憂丸 政真 志 ハニカムパネルの静的及び動的3点曲げ 7.6-8 上田
山田 豊
世田 利頭 修孝 美介
ホスaホ硬ン度酸の系影溶響液と中子における銅のリ孔ン食グに及ぼ E4E4，3 (4) 表面技術 356 
永(住友田軽金公属業 二
すCaliJl，iIi!'O)Jl!;W!:: JL食のモニタ (1993) 
工併))
KFR1IdIT1u1an 1E孔Tafsaetnlnig ra Study of th巳comet-shapedcarbides in the 
(162) 
Wear 466-470 uppermost surface layer of bearings (1993) 
鎌田正己
同 頭道孝健工 介
寒冷下における溶着金響属部の拡散性水素量に 寒地環境工論学合文集同シ 6，112-127 
橋本 一 及ぼす温湿度環境の影 ンポジウム (1993) 
(大)
田頭担孝執 介
(分筆) 極低炭素鋼板の金属学 H本鉄鋼協会 1993 
山田 豊
世用 利頭 修孝 介美 ホスホン酸をインヒビターとして含む水溶液 E452，8 (9) 
永(住友田軽金公属業 二




74E4，3 (9) 田頭 介 ホスホン酸水溶液中における銅の孔食に及ぼ 表面技術 一756
永(住友田軽金公属業 二
すCl の影響 (1993) 
工側)
菊中 村地 靖孝 満志 挙炭素動鋼溶接熱影響音r5の再熱過程での応力緩和 E1E1，() (4) 溶接学会論文集 一525田頭 介 (1993) 堀江 陪
Y. Yamada 
O. Seri 
Pitting corrosion of 1c0o5pp1e0r  i11Caid queous 42 
K k ( 住TN友a軽Eza金工sta属業lr開a) solutions containing phosphoric acid as an 
Corrosion Engi- lJ75-684 














































Role of eta-carbide precipitations in the 
wear resistance improvements of Fe-12Cr 






Following Developm巴nt of Spheroidal 
Graphite Cast Iron 
The Effect of Graphite N odule Size on the 
Fatigue Strength of High-Quality Spher-



















Proceedings of the 
International Con-
ference on孔1echan-
ical Behevior of 
Ductile Cast Iron 
and Other Cast 
Metals 
Proceedings of the 
International Con 
ference on Mechan-
ical Behevior of 
Ductile Cast Iron 










































































Repetiti ve Control for a Class of N onlinear 
Systems 
H. HIKITA 

















Proceeding of 32nd 
IEEE Conference 
on Decision and 
Control 
周期外乱除去オフゃザーパとサーボ系への応用
Servo-Typ巴 OutputTracking Control via 
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rials Science 
Strength evaluation and eff巴ctof gra phi te 
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Halftone Analysis of Laser Generated 
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colege of Tech.l 
PDA -system without Gaussian beam 
defects 
Measurements of blood flow in retinal 
vessels using time-varying laser speckl巴
Measurements of blood flow volume in 




Control of A Magnetic Levitation System 
by Robust Model Matchng 
Robust Model Matching Design using N or 
malized Left Coprime Factorization 
approach 
131 
Proceedings of the 
3rd International 
Congress on Opti-
cal Particle Sizing， 
Yokohama， ]apan 
Optics in Medicine， 
Biology and Envi-
ronmental 
Research. Eds. G 
von Bally and S. 
Khanna， Elsevier 
Science Publishers 
B. V.， Amsterdam 
Optics for protec 
tion of man and 
environment 
against na tural 
and technological 
disasters. Eds. G 
von Bally and H. 1 
Bjelkhagen， El 
sevier Science Pub-
lishers B. V.， Am-
sterdam 
電気学会論文誌D
Preprints of 12th 
IF AC W orId Con 
gress， Sydney 
Proc. of the 1993 
Korean Automatic 
Control Confer 






















































































































pos1Um on ocean 
energy develop-
ment 
THE CONCEPT OF TRUE COST OF 











































AN EVALUATION METHOD OF 
SNOWP ARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 









Template Based Method of Edge Linking 
with Low Distortion 
Estimation of Optimal Regularization 
Parameter in an Iterative Anisotropic 
Image Restoration Method 
Template Based Method of Edge Linking 
Using a Weighted Decision 
Shift.， Rotation-， and Scale-Invariant 
Image Retrieval Using Data-Driven Trans-





Exact Data Retrieval of Associative Mem 



























































Int. Conf. on Intelli-
gent Robuts and 
Systems， Yoko 
hama 
Proc. 1993 Asian 










Proc. of IEEE Int'1 
Symposium on Cir 
cuits & Systems， 
Chicago IL， USA 
IEICE Transac 
tions on Funda 
mentals of Elec. 
tronics， Communi 
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Univ. of Engg 
& Tech.) 
Jose L. PEREZ 
Robust Performance using Cascaded Arti 
ficial Neural Network Architecture 
New Trends in Neural Computation， Lec 
ture N otes in Computer Science 686. J 
Mira， J.Cabestany and A. Prieto (Eds.) 
(Realization of Surjective Correspondence 
in Artificial Neural Network using Fah占
man and Lebiere's Learning Algorithm) 
New Trends in Neural Computation， Lec 
ture N otes in Computer Science 686. J. 
Mira， J.Cabestany and A. Prieto (Eds.) 
(Invariant Object Recognition using Fahl 
man and Lebiere's Learning Algorithm) 
Incremental Learning of Artificial N eural 
Network Using Fahlman and Lebiere's 
Learning Algorithm with Training Pat-
terns Disturbed by N oise 
Extended Architecture of Cascaded Artifi 
cial N eural N etwork 
Probability of Exact Data Retrieval in 
Associative M巴morywith Reduced Cross 
Talk 
Invariant Object Recognition by Artificial 
Neural Network Using Fahlman and 
Lebierer's Learning Algorithm 
ICANN '93， S.Gielen and B. Kappen (Eds.) 
Proceedings of International Conference 
on Artificial Neural Networks， Amster-
dam， The Netherlands. (Architecture of 
Associative Memory with Reduced Cross 












Proc. of W orld 
Congress on Neu-
ral Networks， Por-
tland OR， USA 
Proc. of World 
Congress on N eu-
ral Networks， Por-
tland OR， USA 
Proc. of W orld 
Congress on Neu-
ral Networks， Por 
tland OR， USA 
IEICE Transac 










































ICANI可'93，S. Gielen and B. Kappen (Eds.) 
Proceedings of International Conference 
on Ar此ti凶f臼icα1a討IN巳ur江a討IN巴etwo白r屯-k王s.Ams坑te町r一
dam， The Netherlands， (Deletion of 
Trained Patterns by Incremental Learning 
in Artificial Neural Network Using Fahl 














ICANN '93， S.Gielen and B. Kappen (Eds.)， 
Proceedings of International Conference 
on Artificial Neural Networks， Amster 
dam， The Netherlands， (On Generalization 



















Generalization Ability of Extended Cas 












Precise Source Location of AE Doublets by 
























Proc. 1993 Interna 
tional Symposium 
on N onlinear The-
ory and its Appli-
cations 
Acoustic emission sequences measured in 











































Proc. 2nd Interna. 
tional Symposium 
on Mine Mechani-
zation and Auto. 
matlOn 
Measurement of tool force and twist exert 












































































































tion and Systems 
Automatic Color Segmentation Method 



















13 578 ロ993)Sensors and Actuators B 
化学発光を利用した光ファイパー免疫センサ
Analytical application for Chemicals using 



















































































































An EvaJuation Method of Snow Pamticle 
Size Distribution Functions from VTR 











Proceeding of the 
NIPR Symposium 
on PoJar Meteoro. 
JogicaJ and 
GJaciology 
On the Estimation of the Precipitation 
Rate by a New Method of the Meteorologi. 














On the Estimation of the Precipitation 
Rate at Each AJtitude by a New Method 





















































































W orld Cogress on 
NeuaJ Networks 
Self-organizing QRS Wave Recognition 
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Surface Photovoltage Monitoring of Heavy Metal Contamination on Silicon 
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"Shigeru Nomura， Toshiaki Endou， Hisashi Hukuda， 
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